
Sleek and modern, PermaTimber® is your low maintenance, composite, 
durable alternative to traditional fibre cement and weatherboard products. 

PermaTimber®
Eco Cladding Range
Original | WideBoard | WeatherLap



Perma Composites® are the experts in composite timber. We’ve spent 
years researching, testing and developing products ensuring they 
are of the highest quality and durability. PermaTimber® is perfect for 
domestic and commercial applications. 

The PermaTimber® Eco Cladding range is versatile, offering sleek 
designs which are able to be installed both horizontally and vertically. 
They can be applied to both new and existing structures, on walls as 
well as fences, and are ideal for all buildings due to their simplicity of 
installation and no ongoing maintenance.

Our Eco Cladding offers a flush and concealed fixing finish. 

INSTALLATION

Recommended installation is onto either 25x50mm treated battens 
or aluminium/steel top hats, using 8g, 30 mm pan head screws. There 
must be at least 25mm clearance behind the cladding to allow for 
airflow. The area must be suitably waterproofed prior to installation.

Provision for adequate drainage and ventilation must be made along 
with installation of a waterproof membrane / system prior to the 
cladding being installed.

More information on installation can be found in our video and guide 
at permatimber.com.au. 

COLOUR RANGE

We offer you a spectacular custom colour palette. Bespoke colours 
and custom profiles are available for larger quantity orders, knowing 
that whatever you design, we can create. 

PermaTimber® contains natural timber elements. As you would 
be aware, timber has different natural appearances and to ensure 
PermaTimber® does indeed look like timber, it may also experience 
similar variations in colour, tone, and grain.

As a result of this Perma Composites® may have natural variations 
in each decking board, cladding, screening and bespoke profile and in 
some instances a slight difference between samples and final colour.

The customer / installer is responsible for inspecting each decking 
board, cladding, screening and bespoke profile for colour, finish, size 
and other quality issues prior to installation

PermaTimber® Original in Maldives 
C OR MAL

Also featuring PermaTimber® 295mm decking in Mykonos 
and PermaTimber® Eco Screening in Sentosa

COVER IMAGE: PermaTimber® WeatherLap in Antigua 
C OR SEN



PermaTimber® Original

175 mm

150 mm (visible)

21  

Original Profile
Visible Width Thickness Span Length

150mm 21mm 600mm 5400mm

Standard colours: Amalfi, Antigua, Sentosa, Maldives & Monaco

PermaTimber® Original Eco Cladding established the benchmark in composite 
cladding. A sleek and modern board, it’s longevity and simple installation 

make it the ideal choice for any commercial or residential project.

PermaTimber® Original in Amalfi 
C OR AMA



PermaTimber® WideBoard

 

WideBoard Profile
Visible Width Thickness Span Length

210mm 18mm 600mm 5400mm

Standard colours: Amalfi, Sentosa, Maldives & Monaco.

8

The PermaTimber® WideBoard composite Eco Cladding offers a modern edge to 
exterior facades, producing a contemporary shadow line effect. The WideBoard 
is quicker to install, with a greater coverage per board than traditional cladding. 

PermaTimber® WideBoard in Amalfi 
C WB AMA



PermaTimber® WeatherLap

 

WeatherLap Profile
Visible Width Thickness Span Length

150mm 21mm 600mm 5400mm

Standard colours: Amalfi, Sentosa, Maldives & Monaco.

0

21

(visible)

The WeatherLap is your long lasting, composite solution to traditional 
weatherboards. With a sleek finish it complements a traditional home and 

can be used on any building type. An extrememly strong profile, it will outlast 
the elements in any setting.

PermaTimber® WeatherLap in Seychelles 
C WL SEY

Design by dion seminara architecture



Teak
PermaTimber® Original in Maldives 

C OR MAL
Also featuring PermaTimber® 146mm 

composite decking and Eco Screening in Amalfi 

PermaTimber® is eco friendly - using 87% 
recycled materials. PermaTimber® is a durable 
composite timber that is sustainable and 
environmentally friendly.

Excellent thermal and insulating properties, as 
well as insect and salt resistivity. You can be 
assured that our low maintenance solution is 
perfect for coastal areas. 

Complete with a 10 year residential warranty 
and a 7 year commercial warranty. 

PermaTimber® is UV stabilised. We’ve included 
UV inhibitors so colour holds and looks fantastic 
for life! Our products are designed specifically 
for the harsh Australian weather conditions and 
we guarantee they are highly durable.

PermaTimber® is low maintenance - no oiling, 
painting or staining is required. Cleaning is easy, 
with only a light pressure clean required to 
remove any dust. Once installed, you can simply 
sit back and enjoy!



PermaTimber® Colour Range All custom colours are subject to an approximate 8-10 week lead time.
MOQ Eco Cladding:  85 square metres
MOQ Eco Screening: 300 lineal metres

PermaTimber® Original in Amalfi 
C OR AMA

Colours shown are representative only. Colour samples are available on request. 
Due to PermaTimber® having natural timber elements, there may be slight colour 
variances between different composite timber cladding batches. Should you have a 
large project, it is recommended that all requirements are ordered at once to avoid 
any chance of colour variances. 

Maui

Barbados

Seychelles

SantoriniMykonos

Antigua

Bahamas

Capri

Sentosa

AmalfiMaldives

Monaco

STANDARD COLOURS

CUSTOM COLOURS



PermaTimber® Full Trim System
PermaTimber® Eco Cladding is fast and simple to install. With 
it’s hidden fixings offering a sleek and modern appearance, we 
also provide a complete trim system: 

 ✓ internal/external corners
 ✓ window trim
 ✓ start/stop trims
 ✓ expansion joints

Original/WeatherLap Starter Trim 63x21x5400mm
WideBoard Starter Trim 30x18x2700mm
Eco Cladding Window Trim 154x38x5400mm
Eco Cladding Int/Ext Trim 80x50x5400mm
Window Trim Plugs 12mm diameter

Eco Cladding Internal/External Sleek 
Corner Trim & Expansion Joint

154

38

38
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Eco Cladding Window Trim

Original/WeatherLap Starter Trim

80

50

WideBoard Starter Trim

Ordering PermaTimber® Eco Cladding
 

Standard pack size

Product Boards per pack Coverage (m2)
Original 60 48.4

WideBoard 60 68
WeatherLap 60 46.98

PermaTimber® Part Numbers for Order

Product Range Code
Eco Cladding Original C OR xxx
Eco Cladding WideBoard C WB xxx
Eco Cladding WeatherLap C WL xxx

Trims Orig/WeatherLap Starter C MI xxx ST
Trims WideBoard Starter C WB xxx ST
Trims Window C MI xxx TW
Trims Plugs C MI xxx PL
Trims Internal / External Trim C MI xxx EI

xxx = first three letters of chosen colour (refer to previous page)
PermaTimber® WeatherLap in Seychelles 

C WL SEY



The full PermaTimber® range includes:
 ✓ PermaTimber® Decking 

146, 225 and 295 wide profiles 
 ✓ PermaTimber® Eco Screening 

Various profiles 
 ✓ PermaTimber® QuickBoard 25 

Laminated PVC patio & wall lining 

Each product range comes with the fantastic 
benefits of sleek and modern design, durability 
and longevity as well as simple installation with 
no ongoing maintenance. 
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PermaTimber® Original in Sentosa 
C OR ANT


